
대성마이맥우지성

지피지기 (知彼知己)



어 법



1. (대)명사 : 셀 수 있는 명사 /   셀 수 없는 명사

2. 동사 : 수, 태, 시제 변화

(준동사 : To-v, V-ing, V-ed)

3. 형용사 : 명사 수식

4. 부사 : 동사, 형용사, 부사, 문장 전체 수식

* 부사의 특징 : ① 생략 가능 ② 이동 자유

- I always love you.

- I studied for 3 hrs.

- To succeed, I work hard.

- Talking to him, I felt upset.

- As I was late, I was not allowed to attend the meeting.

5. 전치사 : 뒤에 반드시 명사 와야 함

* 전명구의 역할 : ① 형용사 ② 부사

- a book on the desk

- I live in Seoul.

6. 접속사 : 접속사(n) = 동사(n) - 1
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01. Speakers making these presentations usually do not introduce radical          

ideas that require listeners to rethink their values or ~. <11-10>

02. Each soldier stood shoulder to shoulder with the next, with weapons     

such as long spears or pikes point forward toward the enemy. <11-11>

03. A grade school child who says that a caged gorilla looks sad or who 

gets upset when another child is bullied [shows / showing] this natural 

kindness. <11-12>

04. For example, rule-guided children do not hit others because they have 

been taught hitting [wrong / is wrong]. <11-12>

05. Pasteur and his assistant spent long hours in the laboratory, and the 

determination paid off. <13-12>

06. But on July 6, 1885, the scientists were called on to administer the 

vaccine to a small boy who had been bitten by a rabid dog. <13-12>

07. Some speculate that unknown and mysterious forces account for the 

disappearances, such as extraterrestrials capture humans for study, or 

the influence of the lost continent of Atlantis. <14-12>
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08. Compared with students who did not take the test, more students in the 

experimental group [enrolling / enrolled] in math or science courses for 

the following quarter or selected a math or science major. <14-13>

09. In long-term studies [compare / comparing] adults who get ample sleep, 

well-rested people typically outlive their sleep-deprived peers―perhaps 

by as much as ten years! <14-14>

10. Your communication takes on defensive strategies are designed to protect 

yourself. <15-11>

11. It does not take you long to figure out that ~. <15-11>

12. But Galileo, whom people consider the father of experimental method, 

to praise Copernicus precisely for what he did. <15-12>

13. Twenty-three middle-level managers were asked to read a comprehensive 

case [describing / described] the operational activities in a steel 

company. <15-14>

14. As a result, we come to believe that a vague external force ― destiny, 

fate, or luck―[influences / influencing] how we live, what we accomplish, 

and sometimes, how we die. <16-14>

15. And Strauss discovered that dying neutral-colored denim pants dark blue 

to minimize soil stains greatly increasing their popularity. <17-11>
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16. New experiences trigger change only if they cause us to question our 

beliefs. <17-12>

17. In fact, many of our beliefs supported by information we’ve received 

from others that we failed to question at the time. <17-12>

18. [Understanding / Understand] cultural differences in nonverbal behavior 

is a step in the process of truly appreciating cultural differences ~. <17-13>

19. In the developed world the widespread use of water-based toilets from 

the mid-nineteenth century meant that extensive, connected systems of 

sewage pipes [sending / sent] the outflow. <17-14>

20. Eighty-three percent of the sales executives rated sales most important, 

but only 29 percent of the others [were / did]. <15-14>

21. Just as verbal languages differ from culture to culture, so [do / are]

nonverbal languages. <17-13>

22. Perhaps you have been in a classroom situation in which the teacher 

keeps insisting that ~. <15-11>

23. It is quite likely that respondents will begin by  considering the final 

option, since that option is the one that will remain in working memory 

when the interviewer stops to read. <16-12>
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01. Occasions that celebrate special events or that mark the beginning or 

end of a process often call for an after-dinner speech. <11-10> 

02. The curative and preventive treatments for rabies (that) we know today 

are based on Pasteur’s vaccination ~. <13-12>

03. It had been thought that the rounded swirls, located between pictures of 

serpents and sea monsters, was there for purely artistic reasons. <14-11>

04. Your communication with others involves some kind of risk, since 

communication means ~. <15-11>

05. The reward for this accomplishment at many cricket clubs [was / were]

a new hat. <16-13>

06. The origin of blue jeans, though, is really the story of Levi Strauss, 

an American immigrant tailor. <17-11>

07. The triumph of antibiotics over disease-causing bacteria is one of 

modern medicine’s greatest success stories. <16-11>

08. Respondents will tend to prefer options at the beginning of the list over 

those at the end. <16-12>
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09. They are a time for people to savor who they are, what they have done, 

or what they wish to do. <11-10>

10. Every American schoolkid knows this rhyme, and American history books 

refer to Christopher Columbus more than any other historical figure. 

<12-12>

11. One of us may have earned an A and the [other / others] F’s, but the 

teachers always confused us, so it was safer to give all of us C’s. <13-14>
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01. The phalanx would advance as a unit of collective force, creating a 

formidable tactical system nearly impossible to penetrate and mowing

down the enemy ~. <11-11> 

02. Meanwhile, they make up all kinds of favorable details to create a better 

story and humanize Columbus so that reader will identify with him. 

<12-12> 

03. They gave up founding colonies by the traditional method of sending off 

flights of virgin queens, and instead [began / beginning] producing many 

small queens, which spread the colony rather in the way (that) an amoeba 

spreads, by establishing extensions of the original body. <13-13>

04. They usually went hand in hand and evidenced equally well the role of 

faith for science. <15-11>

05. ~, most cities in the developed world created extensive water supply 

systems from reservoirs and [build / built] separate sewer systems to 

take the flow from the increasing ~. <17-14>
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01. Alexander the Great was never defeated in battle, and his tactic, called 

the phalanx formation, is still being studied today. <11-11>

02. When the bidding began, we were [seating/seated] in different parts of 

the room, with me waiting for them in the last row. <11-13>

03. You wouldn’t undertake smallest action, from eating a meal to playing a 

game or riding a bicycle, if this predictability based on the past patterns 

recurring could not be relied. <12-11>

04. However, samples [collected / collecting] from the moon’s surface by 

lunar probes show ~. <12-13>

05. In 1881, Pasteur began studying rabies, an agonizing and deadly disease 

spread by the bite of infected animals. <13-12>

06. In those days, triplets were dressed in the same way, [given / gave]

the same toys, enrolled in all the same activities, and so on. <13-14>

07. The map is likely to be an accurate representation of the ocean eddy 

current found to the south and east of Iceland. <14-11>

08. The link between expectations of success and career choice [has demonstrated 

/ has been demonstrated] in the laboratory with college students who ~. 

<14-13>
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09. ~ with an energy-storing trunk floor, whose extra energy storage could 

[reduce / be reduced] the battery’s weight ~. <15-13>

10. Consequently, we should expect recency effects ― the tendency to choose 

options at the end of the list ― when the question is presented aloud to 

the respondent. <16-12>

11. Today, a ‘true’ hat-trick occurs when one player scores three successive 

goals without another goal [scoring / being scored] by other players in 

the contest.” <16-13>

12, We make the majority of these choices on an unconscious level, [guide

/ guided] primarily by a sense of what has happened to us ~. <16-14>

13. Followed several weeks of painful injections to the stomach, the boy did 

not get rabies. <13-12>

14. With territorial boundaries [erasing / erased], local populations now 

coalesce into a single sheet of coexisting ants spread across the inhabited 

landscape. <13-13>

15. It consisted of a tightly linked blockade of soldiers that stationed itself 

in a rectangular offensive posture. <11-11>

16. In the 18th century, Sebastian Chamfort wrote, “The most wasted day 

is one in which we have not laughed.” <13-11>
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17. For decades, the Atlantic Ocean’s fabled Bermuda Triangle has seized 

the human imagination with unexplained disappearances of ships, planes, 

and people. <14-12>

18. It is believed that the map-maker collected his information from  German 

mariners of the Hanseatic League. <14-11>
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01. If there were no patterns in the past that continued into the future, the   

existence of humans and other animals on earth would be impossible. 

<12-11>

02. ‘In fourteen hundred and ninety-two, Columbus sailed the ocean blue.’ 

<12-12>



01. ~ based on our ability to identify with others and sense [what / which]

they are feeling. <11-12>

02. It is on the basis of what we have established about human motivation 

and what we have seen in the pattern of past events that we make 

endless decisions, big and small. <12-11>

03. ~ leaving an iron-free outer lay [from which / which] the moon was    

formed. <12-13>

04. Part of the therapy that he designed for himself included watching Marx 

Brothers’ movies and reading humor books. <13-11>

05. Widespread use of antibiotics is thought to have spurred evolutionary 

changes in bacteria that allow them to survive these powerful drugs. 

<16-11>

06. The term spread to other sports [which / in which] scoring is relatively 

infrequent― “hat-trick” is also used to describe the feat of scoring three 

goals in soccer. <16-13>

7. The textile was produced in Genoa, Italy, which French weavers called 

Genes, the origin of our word “jeans. <17-11>
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08. Though heavy and stiff, the pants held up so well that Strauss was in demand 

as a tailor. <17-11>

09. If we scrutinize them, we may find that what we’ve unconsciously believed 

for years may be based on a false set of presuppositions. <17-12>

10. Although we receive no formal training in [how / what] to send or 

receive nonverbal messages and signal, ~ <17-13>

11. ~ in the growing industrial-commercial cities of the early nineteenth 

century, [where / which] the untreated human waste was just dumped 

into the local rivers ~. <17-14>

12. Healthy sleeping habits remain elusive for many employees, some of 

[them / whom] work seemingly interminable night shifts or change their 

work schedules frequently. <14-14>

13. He is even one of only two people the United States honors him by name 

with a national holiday. <12-12>

14. The price of the bowl began to skyrocket, [when / where] I realized the 

problem. My wife and sister-in-law were bidding against each other. 

<11-13>

15. The good news is [that / whether] safe and effective remedies are 

readily available. <14-14>
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16. ~ each day we make choices that determine [what / whether] we will

be happy or unhappy, healthy or ill, creative or barren. <16-14>

17. ~ while preventing the enemy from penetrating the ranks of the attackers. 

<11-11>

18. ~, while the large number of islands in the Caribbean Sea creates many 

areas of shallow water that can be treacherous to ship navigation. 

<14-12>

19. In keeping with the nature of the occasion, after-dinner speeches should 

not be too difficult to digest. <11-10>
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01. ~ useful guesses which usually turn out to be roughly accurate, even if 

we cannot definitively predict the future. <12-11>

02. These textbooks leave out virtually all the unfavorable facts that are 

important to know ~. <12-12>

03. The model [currently / current] in favor suggests that the moon was 

formed ~. <12-13>

04. How many days have you wasted recently? <13-11>

05. This is how most ants live, but something very [strange / strangely]

happened to the fire ants soon after they reached America. <13-13>

06. The ocean has always been a mysterious place to humans, and when     

foul weather or poor navigation is involved, it can be a very deadly place. 

<14-12>

7. However, the size, shape, and location of the swirls matches changes in 

water temperature too closely for this to be a coincidence. <14-11>

8. If students believe they have the skills [necessary / necessarily] for 

success in a particular occupation, ~. <14-13>
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09. Survey interviewers tend to read questions quickly so that respondents 

will not generally have ~. <16-12>

10. A clever observer, he realized that miners went through trousers quickly, 

so Strauss stitched some of his canvas into pants. <17-11>

11. These days, when multiple births have become routine, parents have 

learned not to dress and treat their kids [alike / like]. <13-14>

12. The moment we begin to honestly question our beliefs, we no longer 

feel absolutely certain about them. <17-12>

13. Have you ever doubted your ability to do something? How did you do it? 

You probably asked yourself some poor questions like “What if it doesn’t 

work out?” <17-12>

14. Speakers making these presentations usually do not introduce radical 

ideas that require listeners to rethink their values or that ask for dramatic 

changes in belief or behavior. None are such occasions the time for 

anger or negativity. <11-10>

15. Environmental considerations could explain many, if not most, of the 

disappearances. <14-12>
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빈칸추론1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

① ① ① ③ ① ⑤ ② ③ ④ ②

11 12 13 14 15

② ② ② ① ①

순서/삽입2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

④ ④ CBA CBA ④ ③ BCA ⑤ ② ACB

11 12 13 14

⑤ ③ BCA CAB

어법-동사자리3

1 2 3 4 5

O O shows Is wrong O

6 7 8 9 10

O capturing enrolled comparing designed

11 12 13 14 15

O O describing influences increased

16 17 18 19 20

O
are 

supported
understandi

ng
sent did

21 22 23

do O reading
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어법 - 수일치4

1 2 3 4 5

O O were O was

6 7 8 9 10

O O that O O

11

others

어법 –병렬구조5

1 2 3 4 5

O O began O built

어법 –능동 VS 수동, 시제6

1 2 3 4 5

O O began collected O

6 7 8 9 10

given O
has been 

demonstrat
ed

reduced O

11 12 13 14 15

being scored guided Following erased O

16 17 18 19 20

O O O O O
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어법 - 관계사, 접속사, 전치사7

1 2 3 4 5

what O from which O O

6 7 8 9 10

in which O O O how

11 12 13 14 15

where whom him 삭제 when that

16 17 18 19

whether O O O

어법 - 형용사, 부사, 명사8

1 2 3 4 5

O O currently O strange

6 7 8 9 10

O O necessary O O

11 12 13 14 15

alike O O
neither 또는

nor
O


